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Abstract

This paper concentrates on one particular technolog�

ical aspect of providing communications security� �re�
wall technology� Currently �rewall technology is a spe�

cialized engineering solution rather than a scienti�cally

based solution�

The paper introduces a reference model that captures

existing �rewall technology and allows for an extension

to networking technologies to which it was not applied

previously� It can serve as a framework in which �re�

wall systems can be designed and validated� The es�

sential components of the reference model are authen�

tication� integrity assurance� access control� audit� and

their enforcement� All components are governed by a

centralized security policy� and they can be deployed in

a distributed fashion to achieve scaling�

� Introduction

Data communications networks have become an in�
frastructure resource for businesses� corporations� gov�
ernment agencies� and academic institutions� Com�
puter networking� however� is not without risks as
Howard �����	 illustrates in his analysis of over 
���
security incidents on the Internet between ���� and
���� Firewall technology is one mechanism to protect
against network�based attack methods� A balanced ap�
proach to network protection draws from several other
�elds� such as physical security� personnel security� op�
erations security� communication security� and social
mechanisms ����� Part II�	�

Classically� �rewall technology has been applied to
TCP�IP �transmission control protocol� internet proto�

col� ��� ���	 internetworks� Firewalls are used to guard

and isolate connected segments of internetworks� �In�
side� network domains are protected against �outside�
untrusted networks� or parts of a network are protected
against other parts� Various architectures for �rewalls
have been published and built� such as �ltering routers�
or application level proxy services�

To date there is neither a well designed reference
model nor any theoretical background for �rewall tech�
nology� let alone a de�nition of the term� Landwehr
suggests the application of formalmodels of security for
secure system design �see ��
� x��	� by demonstrating
that a design to which an implementation corresponds
enforces a formal model of security� a convincing argu�
ment can be made that the system is secure�

� Firewall Technology

2.1 Definition of Firewall Technology

Using a study of �rewall systems we arrive at the
following characterization of the term �rewall technol�

ogy� Firewall technology is a set of mechanisms that can
enforce a network domain security policy lP on commu�
nication tra�c lT entering or leaving a network policy
domain lD� A �rewall system� or �rewall� is an instan�
tiation of �rewall technology�

This characterization covers the current state of �re�
wall technology� Furthermore� it includes the view of
�rewall technology as a distributed security architec�
ture placed on the locally controlled data transmission
path between communication endpoints� Below we de�
�ne the remaining terms used in the de�nition�

2.2 Further Terminology

A network is a communication system that allows
computers and other electronic devices attached to it to



exchange data� A router� gateway� or switch is a device
that attaches to two or more networks and forwards
information from one network to another�

We de�ne communication tra�c to be the transmis�
sion of information over a network� We denote the
set of all possible transmissions by lT� Any instance
of communication tra�c� called a transmission unit� is
a tuple �ctrl� data	 � t � lT consisting of control in�
formation �ctrl	 and data �data	 either of which may
be empty� but not both� The interpretation of what
amount of information comprises a transmission unit
depends on the protocol layer of observation� For ex�
ample� in a popular instance of network layer function�
ality �see open systems interconnection �OSI	 model
��
�	� the Internet Protocol ����	� transmission units
are called datagrams�

Attribute t�ctrl may contain information� such
as source �t�ctrl�src	 and destination �t�ctrl�dst	 ad�
dresses� reliability �t�ctrl�reliab	 and �ow control
�t�ctrl�flow	 information� access request informa�
tion �t�ctrl�acc	� and quality of service parameters
�t�ctrl�qos	� Attribute t�data may contain application�
speci�c payload or a payload that� at a higher layer of
abstraction� can be interpreted as a transmission unit
in itself� Transmission units do not need to contain all
�elds of t� For example� some �elds may not be nec�
essary at all� such as t�data in control messages� oth�
ers may be available through established state� such as
t�ctrl�qos in an existing connection�

A security policy is the de�nition of the security
requirements for a given system� It can be de�ned
as a set of standards� rules� or practices� We de�
�ne a network domain security policy lP as a sub�
set of a security policy� addressing requirements for
authenticity and integrity of communication tra�c
t � lT� authorization requirements for access requests
req�t�ctrl�src� t�ctrl�dst� t�ctrl�acc	 � t � lT� and audit�
ing requirements�

A network policy domain lD is a set of interconnected
networks� gateways� and hosts o�ering services that are
governed by a network domain security policy lP�

2.3 Firewall Mechanisms

Firewalls are implemented using a variety of security
mechanisms� such as packet �ltering� packet labeling�
network address translation� or proxy forwarding� Sev�
eral research papers and some text books describe the
di�erent approaches �see e�g�� ���� x���� ��� ����� �
���
����� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
�� ���� and ���	� A subset of these
mechanisms may interact to make up a comprehensive
�rewall system�

Currently� the term �rewall is used ambiguously� be�

cause it is applied to products implementing a single
mechanism as well as a small set of mechanisms that
together implement possibly incompletely the network
domain security policy of a corporation� Typically� a
network security domain is identical to an entire cor�
porate network� Firewalls are often deployed without
the existence of a well de�ned network domain security
policy�

Often mechanisms do not cooperate in enforcing a
network domain security policy� It is a challenge to
the designer of a �rewall system to ensure that their
functionality collectively implements the policy� This
is a cruicial element in the de�nition of �rewall tech�
nology�

2.4 Advantages of Firewall Technology

As the previous sections describe� �rewalls can pro�
tect deployed computing systems and networked ap�
plications� Proponents argue that �rewall technology
is more than a retro�t patch for shortcomings in sys�
tems and protocol design �a survey conducted by the
National Computer Security Association �NCSA	 doc�
uments the positive experiences and perception of a
small set of American businesses �����	�	 Because of
their placement at the network perimeter� �rewalls can
serve as a centralized focus of security policy and as a
place to collect comprehensive security audits� even in
the presence of secure hosts� Firewalls address some
problems of network security that cannot be addressed
by host security mechanisms� they protect the network
as a resource as well as the hosts connected to it and
provide protection against some denial of service at�
tacks ��

� x
�
�	�

The aggregation of security functions in �rewalls al�
lows for a simpli�cation of management� installation�
and con�guration of security functions ����	� They im�
prove administrative control and network management
via controlled exposure of internal network structure�
topological �exibility� and transparency to the user
����	� Security �rewalls represent a technology that is
widely accepted� available� cost e�ective� and econom�
ically justi�able to management personnel in charge of
purchasing decisions �����	�

2.5 Disadvantages of Firewall Technology

Conversely� �rewall technology can provide a false
sense of security� it may lead to lax security within
the �rewall perimeter �see ��� x��	� similar to the way
the supposedly impregnable Maginot Line� led French

�After Andr�e Maginot ����������	
 French minister of war�
The Maginot Line was a �� mile long system of heavy forti�ca�



army leaders to ignore the need for provision of addi�
tional defense mechanisms further inside their country
�����	� In ��� x������ this concern is expressed through
another analogy� �rewalls provide �a hard� crunchy
outside with a soft chewy center��

Security �rewalls neither provide �perfect security�
nor are free of operational di�culties� They do not
protect against malicious insiders� There is no protec�
tion against connections that circumvent the �rewall�
such as unauthorized modems attached to computers
inside the �rewall because the enforcing mechanism is
bypassed� There is limited protection against illicit

rendez�vous �unauthorized tunneled connections	 and
data�driven attacks� such as malicious executable code
in downloaded Java applets ���	� Because typical prac�
tice does not provide a check of �rewall system con�g�
uration against the security policy� changes in system
con�gurations may produce security holes �����	�

Firewall technology has been developed for and ap�
plied to TCP�IP networks exclusively ����	� It was
never developed according to a reference model and
only addressed acute problems at hand� Because of
the reactive character of �rewall design� there is little
reason to expect that e�ective protection against new
attacks is guaranteed� An incentive for advances in the
state of the art of �rewall technology has been the need
to develop defenses against attack scenarios that have
initially succeeded through or against �rewalls�

� Reference Model for Firewall Tech�
nology

This section presents a reference model for �rewall
technology� An earlier version of the model was pre�
sented in ���� �see also ����	� Computer networking is
based on a layered model of communication� Commu�
nication protocols are distributed algorithms that exe�
cute between peer instances of the same layer or a range
of layers� Similarly� the reference model for �rewall se�
curity services as described in section ��� applies to a
single layer or a range of layers� The reference model
can be applied repeatedly at several layers within a
network system as described in section ��

In general� the analysis� manipulation� and simula�
tion of a modeled system can lead to new knowledge
and insight without the risk� cost� or inconvenience as�
sociated with its direct manipulation �����	� The pro�
cess of modeling a system gives the modeler an im�
proved understanding of the modeled system� Jensen

tions at the eastern frontier of France built before World War II
to protect French territory from Germany� Germany did invade
France again
 but it went around the Maginot Line to do so� The
Line itself was never taken by force�

states that modeling as an educational tool is often
its primary bene�t ����� x����	� One of the limitations
system developers face is their own inability to cope
with too many details at the same time� models help
overcome this limitation �����	 and can prove bene��
cial during a system�s implementation �as experienced
in �
� x
���	�

The main bene�ts of the reference model are the
provision of an understanding of

� which functions may need to be present in a �re�
wall system�

� their enforcement�

� their interaction on a conceptual level�

� how their distribution can yield scaling bene�ts�

� their application at various protocol layers� and

� their composition into an overall �rewall security
architecture�

3.1 The Model

The reference model focuses on functionality re�
quired by �rewall systems to enforce network domain
security policies� For that reason we chose a functional
model over other types of models� such as data process�
ing� classi�cation� stimulus�response� or process mod�
els �����	� The idea is that systems are� at a concep�
tual level� composed of separate� interacting functional
components�

Our reference model can be interpreted as a system
composed of several types of security components� The
components are combined under certain constraints to
make up a �rewall system� This explains how the func�
tional components interact with each other and the rest
of the system� Section 
 describes the components in
detail�

Figure � displays a high�level view of the reference
model of �rewall technology �a more detailed repre�
sentation is presented subsequently in �gure �	� The
representation in �gure � is used in this paper to ex�
plain the reference model in a stepwise re�ned manner
and as a simpli�ed representation of the model for pre�
sentation purposes later in the paper�

Consider the case where a principal a outside of a
protected network policy domain attempts to commu�
nicate with a principal b inside that domain� The gap
between �out� and �in� can be �lled with intermedi�
ate networks of any technology and topology so long as
data can be transmitted between the sender�s and the
receiver�s networks� Everything between the gap and
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Figure 1. Abbreviated version of the reference model displayed in figure 2.

the representation of principal b is considered part of
the protected network policy domain�

All communications are divided into transmission
units that are transmitted by the network� The refer�
ence model operates on one protocol layer or a range
of protocol layers on transmission units at that layer
�range� respectively	� It operates on inbound as well as
outbound communication tra�c� Transmission units
are handled separately by the �rewall� though state
may be retained� The heavy� solid line represents the
conceptual path that transmission units travel�

Shaded boxes represent functions� In �gure � the
boxes labeled SF represent a collection of security func�
tions that are applied to transmission units exchanged
between principals a and b� The dashed arrows repre�
sent the invocation of this collective function SF� Each
SF receives portions or possibly even �a copy of	 the
entire transmission unit as input arguments� SFs calcu�
late a result PASS or FAIL for each transmission unit�
The diamond with the question mark ��� 	 represents
the matching of the decision to its transmission unit
and the decision branching and enforcement depend�
ing on the result� If the result is PASS� the transmis�
sion unit is forwarded to its destination� if the result
is FAIL� an exception occurs �represented by the solid
triangle in the diamond	� and the transmission unit is
dealt with accordingly �e�g�� recorded to the audit log�
and then discarded	� The separation of SF into two
boxes serves to further illustrate the bi�directionality
of communications�

Figure � depicts a more detailed representation of
the reference model of �rewall technology� It further
quali�es the structure of SF� includes an access enforce�

ment function� and illustrates possible participation by
sender and destination�

The access enforcement function �AEF� see sec�
tion 
�	 located in the communication path between
these two principals may request the authentication of
each transmission unit� the veri�cation of the integrity
of each transmission unit� the access control decision�
and enforce the results of these functions�

Transmission units may need to be authenticated
to assure that their apparent and actual origins are
identical �authentication function� AF� see section 
��	�
The integrity of the transmission units can be veri�ed
by the integrity function �IF� see section 
��	�

The access control function �ACF� see section 
��	
determines if the transmission unit is to be forwarded
further into the protected network and toward its des�
tination� This decision can be based on control infor�
mation in each transmission unit or on data contents
in the case of content �ltering� such as the search for
Java applets or computer viruses�

Arrows with thin� dashed lines indicate possible in�
vocations of the audit function �AudF� see section 
�
	�
All blocks that are part of the �rewall system have invo�
cation access to the audit function to record events and
data according to the network domain security policy
in force�

For any network transmission unit� functions AF�
IF� and ACF can be called in any order� Their results
are considered for the decision if the transmission unit
should be forwarded toward its destination� There are
�rewalls that do not implement all these functions at
any level of the protocol stack� Although they can�
not meet the complete functionality as present in the
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Figure 2. Reference model for firewall technology.

model� they may be su�cient to implement a particular
network domain security policy� The logic gate symbol
�

�
� 	 indicates the combination of the results of the

three functions into a single PASS�FAIL� if a single
function generates FAIL as a result� the transmission
unit should not be forwarded to its destination�

Outbound communication tra�c is subject to the
same security functions as inbound communication
tra�c� However� because of the trust relationship be�
tween the �rewall and internal principals� it may not be
necessary to enforce the same functions as on inbound
tra�c� For example� if a �trust relationship� exists be�
tween internal hosts and the �rewall� a �rewall designer
may choose to omit outbound authentication veri�ca�
tion of communication tra�c�

Authenticity veri�cation� integrity veri�cation� and
access control decisions may be performed close to the
network perimeter of the guarded network policy do�

main or further inside� In both cases it needs to be
assured that any possible path that transmission units
can take toward the destination in the guarded network
policy domain is protected by these functions�

The dashed boxes with labels AF and IF close to
principals a and b indicate cooperation by a sender
for the authentication and integrity functions� Crypto�
graphic protocols� the primary means in network secu�
rity to provide authentication and integrity assurance
services� may require the participation of the sender
�e�g�� to provide cryptographic secrets for the genera�
tion of session keys	� Without this cooperation� cryp�
tographic protocols could not be used to provide the
necessary services of AF and IF� The box is dashed to
indicate there are authentication procedures that do
not require participation of the sender� and to repre�
sent that the participation is not under control of the
�rewall�



There are certain constraints on the interaction of
the components� For example� before the result of a
call to the access control function results in communi�
cation tra�c being forwarded toward its destination�
the authenticity and integrity of the arguments of the
function invocation must be assured� Without great
con�dence in the authenticity of the arguments for the
access control function� its result cannot be trusted��

For example� in TCP�IP �rewall technology� IP packet
�lters perform their actions based on the IP header
�elds present in datagrams� none of which are authen�
ticated� This shortcoming has resulted in the exploita�
tion of system vulnerabilities through� for example�
SYN �ooding ��

�	 or IP address spoo�ng �����	�

Figure � displays functions as monolithic boxes�
however� such a characteristic is not meant to be im�
plied as an implementation requirement� The repre�
sentation is kept at a high level of abstraction to con�
centrate on the information �ows and functional de�
pendency of its components� The representation of the
model is independent of its implementation�

The model allows for unilateral and mutual authen�
tication by choosing the appropriate authentication
functions on inbound and outbound communication
tra�c�

The application of the model is not restricted to
an end�to�end� end�to�intermediate� or intermediate�
to�intermediate discussion because there is no limita�
tion on the choice of principals a and b� In particular�
they do not need to be communication endpoints on
destination hosts but can be on intermediate switches�

� Components of Reference Model

As mentioned in section ��� and illustrated in dig�
ure �� the reference model consists of the following
functional components� authentication function �AF	�
integrity function �IF	� access �admission	 control func�
tion �ACF	� audit function �AudF	� and access en�
forcement function �AEF	� This section describes these
functional components�

4.1 Authentication Functions (AF)

Authentication provides assurance of the claimed
identity of an entity� Authentication provides corrobo�
ration of the identity of a principal� within the context
of a communication relationship� A principal is an en�
tity having one or more distinguishing identi�ers asso�
ciated with it� Authentication services can be used by
entities to verify the purported identities of principals�

�This does not imply that the authentication function must
precede the access control function�

A second form of authentication� called connection

authentication� provides assurance about the authen�
ticity of the sender of data in a connection and the in�
tegrity of transmitted data� Integrity assurance is part
of connection authentication� Nevertheless� we treat
these two services as separate functions�

According to our de�nition of the term �rewall tech�
nology� �rewall enforcement operates on communica�
tion tra�c� It is the task of the authentication func�
tion to verify the authenticity of communication tra�c
based on its identi�ers and authentication information
�such as authentication protocol speci�c data	� The
authentication function is a predicate and returns ei�
ther AF PASS or AF FAIL�

If there is any incoming communication tra�c for
which no authentication function is performed� at�
tacks� such as address spoo�ng� become possible �e�g��
���� ���	� Furthermore� access control mechanisms may
produce incorrect results if the source identi�er of the
access request is not authentic� The same arguments
apply for outbound communication tra�c� Therefore
the AF is a necessary component for network access
control�

It is necessary that the identi�er that is involved in
the authentication process be interpretable at any place
along the connection establishment where it might be
veri�ed� If identi�ers have global signi�cance� this re�
quirement is trivially satis�ed� However� this property
is usually not necessary� If an endpoint cannot be au�
thenticated� or its identifying label cannot be inter�
preted� its identity is labeled as �unknown�� It is the
responsibility of the security policy in force to compre�
hend this case� A policy might allow unauthenticated
tra�c on its perimeter network �a network added be�
tween the protected internal network and the external
network� popularly called a demilitarized zone network

�DMZ		� but not on its internal networks� or it might
allow unauthenticated tra�c only to reach anonymous
network services� such as anonymous ftp� These types
of decisions are made by the access control function
and are discussed in section 
���

The following de�nitions are consistent with �����
Distinguishing identi�ers are required for unambiguous
identi�cation within a network policy domain� They
can be distinguished at a coarse level by virtue of group
membership or at the �nest degree of granularity iden�
tifying exactly one entity� The term claimant is used
to describe a principal for the purpose of authentica�
tion� The authentication veri�er is an entity which
is or represents the entity requiring an authenticated
identity� Authentication of a claimant to a veri�er is
called unilateral authentication� An entity involved in
mutual authentication will assume both claimant and



veri�er roles�
Authentication methods rely on one or a combina�

tion of the following principles� something known �e�g��
password	� something possessed �e�g�� security token	�
or some immutable characteristic �e�g�� biometric iden�
ti�er	 �see ��� x�����	�

There are authentication schemes with and with�
out trusted third party involvement �see ���� �gures
����	� In the one case no trusted third party is in�
volved� The claimant establishes his identity with the
veri�er through a direct exchange of authentication in�
formation� Third parties can get involved in a variety
of ways �see ���� �gures ��
��	� in�line� �a trusted en�
tity intervenes directly in an authentication exchange
between the claimant and the veri�er� e�g�� ftp proxy	�
on�line� �one or more trusted parties are actively in�
volved in every instance of an authentication exchange�
e�g�� Kerberos� �
��	� or o��line� �one or more trusted
parties support authentication without being involved
in each instance of authentication	�

Liebl provides a comprehensive bibliography on au�
thentication in distributed systems in ���� Notable
publications investigating the concept of authentica�
tion as a basis for other security services are ��� ��� ���
����� ����� ����� and �
��

4.2 Integrity Function (IF)

The integrity function protects communication traf�
�c from unnoticed and unauthorized modi�cations�
such as insertion� replacement� or deletion ���� x����	�
It cannot prevent these violations from happening� but
it can detect and �ag them after the fact� It is a pred�
icate and returns either IF PASS or IF FAIL�

Connection hijacking� such as the active attack
against TCP described in ����� is possible if there is
any transmission unit for which the integrity function
is not applied� Thus� the integrity function is necessary
to protect against network�based active wiretapping�

Although possible� and in cases desirable� to pro�
vide an additional data con�dentiality service� it is not
necessary to assure integrity through encryption of the
whole data stream� Integrity and con�dentiality ser�
vices each serve di�erent purposes and have di�erent
performance characteristics�

There are a variety of mechanisms to detect modi��
cation of data ranging from checksum schemes� such as
cyclic redundancy checks �CRC	� to cryptographically
secure digital signatures� Schneier and Stinson describe
a number of such mechanisms in �
�� and ���� Keyed
MD �message digest �� ����	 is an example of such a

�ITU terminology� see ����

mechanism to provide data communications integrity
assurance�

4.3 Access Control Function (ACF)

The purpose of the network access control function is
to generate the answer to the question of whether com�
munication tra�c is allowed to be forwarded past the
�rewall toward its destination� or not� This function is
a predicate� Its two possible results are ACF PASS and
ACF FAIL�

If there is no access control function on incoming
communication tra�c� access to arbitrary services is
possible �e�g�� unauthorized �le retrievals via the triv�

ial �le transfer protocol �TFTP	� ���� A single TFTP
packet is su�cient to form a �le transmission request�	
Furthermore� without an access control function on in�
coming communication tra�c� data�driven attacks can�
not be prevented �e�g�� transmission of Java applets
containing malicious code� ����	� Thus� an ACF is nec�
essary to provide network access control�

The access control function also needs to be enforced
on outgoing transmission units� Otherwise� policies�
such as �No access to external Web�sites is allowed dur�
ing business hours�� could not be enforced� A second
reason is that this function enables the prevention of
information leakage �e�g�� an ftp transmission of a pass�
word �le� or trade secrets�	

Figure � illustrates the input�output behavior of a
generic access control function� Any such function op�
erates on a subset of the following input information�
source and destination information� the type of access
request� contextual information� and retained access

control decision information �ADI	� A security policy
provides access control policy rules to the decision pro�
cess� The access control function calculates a result
that either allows or denies access� based on the policy
and the supplied information�

This model of access control includes two main prin�
cipals� an initiator and a target� Initiators can be hu�
man beings or computer�based entities that access or
attempt to access targets� Targets represent computer�
based or communications entities to which access is at�
tempted� The access enforcement function is located
on any possible path between initiator and target� It
is part of the trusted computing base�

The object of the decision� communication tra�c t �
lT� needs to contribute initiator information �t�ctrl�src	�
target information �t�ctrl�dst	� and the access request
�t�ctrl�acc	� Source and destination address informa�
tion are part of the control information� be it conveyed
through out�of�band signaling messages �in connection�
oriented communications	� or as part of packet headers
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Figure 3. Model of the access control function (ACF).

�in connectionless communications	� The type of ac�
cess t�ctrl�acc may not be explicitly present in t�ctrl�
but encoded through a combination of source and des�
tination address information� For example� in TCP�IP
well�known destination port numbers map to services
that o�er a certain type of access� We assume that ex�
ternal state can be retrieved whenever necessary and
that the access control function can retain ADI for later
use�

In the case of application�speci�c proxy servers� the
access control function may be part of the proxy ser�
vice� In this case� some contents of t�data can be input
to a �ne�grained access control decision� This approach
has e�ciency drawbacks if applied in a generic fashion
at the network perimeter at the network layer� How�
ever� the approach can be feasible in speci�ed solutions�
e�g�� attempting to detect certain types of Web tra�c
in the data stream to disallow its passing of the �re�
wall� For example� Martin et al� �����	 explores mech�
anisms to block possibly hostile external Java applets
from passing through a �rewall� Such mechanisms can
be part of the ACF�

Much research has been performed on the semantics
of access control �see e�g�� ��� Chap�
�� ����� ���� �����
��� ���� and ���	� Several publications propose lan�
guages as tools for the speci�cation of access control
policies and their enforcement� A rich set of theories
and existing implementations can be used�

4.4 Audit Function (AudF)

The audit function provides the capability of record�
ing an uninterrupted� ordered journal of signi�cant sys�
tem events� what is designated as signi�cant is deter�

mined by the security policy in force�

All components of a �rewall system need the oppor�
tunity to record information in a consistent manner for
use by systems� such as noti�cation utilities� audit trail
analysis tools� intrusion detection engines� and billing
agents ���
�	� The information is also provided to au�
thorized personnel for security and system monitoring�

An audit system should be constructed in such a way
that if a system violation occurs� the events leading
up to and including that violation are reconstructible
����	� Shimomura and Spa�ord demonstrate ��
�� 
��	
how audit informationmay be used in the aftermath of
a system violation for the recovery of its functionality
and the investigation of what led to the violation� Fur�
thermore� an audit system might allow for the monitor�
ing of systems prior to a violation� Attempts to violate
security may then be noticed and acted upon before a
violation occurs ����	�

Audit does not imply the storage of redundant in�
formation beyond what is needed to establish mono�
tonicity� However� to achieve fault tolerance� in par�
ticular in adverse situations where portions of audit
information are deliberately deleted� the storage of re�
dundant information in several locations is highly de�
sirable� redundancy allows cross�checks for the correct�
ness of information� Detected inconsistencies can be
a warning sign of tampering� Recorded data needs to
be protected from unauthorized modi�cation� retrieval�
and addition� The audit system itself needs to be pro�
tected against tampering� or the recorded data cannot
be trusted� Audit in distributed systems adds several
aspects� such as the problem of chronological synchro�
nization of audit events� consistency of record formats�
naming issues� and correlation of events for analysis



purposes� They are beyond the scope of this paper�
Picciotto argues in ��
� that the inclusion of a com�

prehensive auditing facility is a necessary security en�
hancement for any system� Security policies place var�
ious levels of emphasis on the importance of audit� in
some cases the availability of the audit subsystem may
not be necessary� in others required� In the latter case
there is a functional dependency among all recording
clients and the audit system itself� similar to the de�
pendency of security services� such as access control on
authentication� In that scenario� if the audit subsystem
is not present� the remaining system is not allowed to
make progress until the functionality of the audit sub�
system is restored�

4.5 Access Enforcement Function (AEF)

The access enforcement function needs to enforce
that the functions explained above �authentication
function� integrity function� etc�	 are called if required
by the network domain security policy� Otherwise the
access enforcement function will not receive the neces�
sary indication at the decision points indicated by the
diamonds in �gures � and � to make and to enforce its
decision� The logic gate symbol �

�
� 	 illustrates that

all of the results of the applied functions are part of
the decision if the packet is to be forwarded toward
its destination �inbound or outbound	� or if it is to be
discarded�

It is not su�cient to calculate the results of the func�
tions� they need to be enforced� Therefore� without the
access enforcement function all of the above attacks
�and many more	 are possible because of the lack of
a guarantee that the results of the functions were en�
forced�

� Distributed Enforcement

Figure 
 illustrates the classical view that �rewalls
are security devices that enforce security policy close to
the network perimeter� The box labeled �Firewall� can
take on various con�gurations� but their common char�
acteristic is the existence of a single �choke point� or a
small set of such choke points at the network perimeter
����� x��	� The �rewall is a central point of failure and
becomes a performance bottleneck in the presence of
high performance networking technologies �����	�

The distribution of functions can o�er various ben�
e�ts� The �rewall functions do not all have to be pro�
vided at the same location� They can be distributed�
Their distribution reduces the performance overhead
experienced at the network perimeter because fewer

inout

Firewall

a1 B1
b1

AF IF ACF

Figure 4. Example of classical approach
to firewall technology: central applica-
tion of a focused security enforcement
device.
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B3
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IF

Figure 5. Example of distribution of func-
tional components within one layer

functions need to be computed there� Functions pro�
vided further inside the network can be executed con�
currently� thus contributing to an overall performance
increase of the distributed �rewall� In this fashion� �re�
wall security services can be constructed in an archi�
tecture that scales better than previous designs� The
distribution of the components may be driven not only
by criteria� such as performance increase through repli�
cation of functions� but also by the goal to improve
reliability� availability� and disaster protection through
redundant distribution of functions� Single points of
failure can be avoided by design�

Figures  and � depict two examples of the distri�
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Figure 6. Second Example of distribution
of functional components

bution of functions� The example in Figure  is a sys�
tem in which the authentication and integrity func�
tions are enforced at the perimeter switch� and the ac�
cess control function �ACF	 is replicated across several
switches within the network� In such a scenario the
ACF must be enforced on any possible path between
the sender a� and the destination b�� i�e�� on path P� ��
B��B��B��b� and on path P� �� B��B��B��b��
If it was not� the ACF could be bypassed� and attacks
as described in section 
�� became possible� The exam�
ple in Figure � locates the enforcement of functions AF
and IF further inside the network than the example in
�gure �

� Scope of Reference Model

The reference model operates on a single network
policy domain with its associated network domain se�
curity policy� It does not need to address the inter�
action or coordination of several �rewalls operating on
disjoint network policy domains� if� for example� an or�
ganization decides to use �rewalls to enforce the divi�
sion of its internal network into several network policy
domains� it can apply this model separately for each
individual domain�

The reference model does not impose a speci�c ap�
proach to the identi�cation of communication tra�c�
rather it requires external naming� addressing� and di�
rectory mechanisms that may be used for name trans�

lation� The implementation of mechanisms is not ad�
dressed by the model�

A system described by the reference model collabo�
rates with other services outside the scope of the model�
such as connection management� data forwarding �or
switching	 agents� and user processes� Although the
reference model provides for security services� such as
authentication� their implementations are provided ex�
ternally� The overall system depends on the availability
of these services�

We therefore assume the existence of a naming ser�
vice and a secure key distribution infrastructure �public
or private key distribution� depending on the require�
ments of the used security protocols	� Furthermore� we
assume the binding between the identi�ers of communi�
cating principals and their associated keys are not com�
promised� The integrity of the trusted computing base
and the appropriate strength of used cryptographic al�
gorithms and parameters must be assured�

The implementation of functions by mechanisms can
be made independently of how the function is to be
used or how the supporting mechanisms are provided�

As de�ned in our de�nition of �rewall technology�
this model operates on communication tra�c enter�
ing or leaving a network policy domain� It therefore
does not address the security problems associated with
communication tra�c that does not cross a domain�s
perimeter� as is the case when insiders of an organi�
zation launch network�based attacks against the own
organization� Some mechanisms� however� are capable
of protecting against such threats� Nevertheless� this
scenario is not addressed as part of �rewall technology�

It is necessary to be precise about the perimeter of
the network policy domain because a circumvention of
a �rewall defeats its purpose� For example� it is not
obvious if a company�owned laptop� used by an em�
ployee on a business trip� is to be considered part of
the company�s protected network policy domain� For
the purpose of our work we assume that the network
perimeter is speci�ed� so that it is clear what equip�
ment is �inside� and what equipment is �outside� of
the network policy domain� and therefore which com�
munication tra�c crosses the perimeter and becomes
subject to �rewall controls�

As mentioned in section � the security services pro�
vided by a �rewall system are only a subset of those
required to make a system �secure�� Firewalls need to
interact with other security aware systems and compo�
nents� For example� the �rewall may allow an anony�
mous connection to be established to an information
server and delegate the �le access control decision to
that server�
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Figure 7. Example of the application of the reference model at several layers.

� Repeated Application of Reference
Model

Security services as covered by the reference model
at a given protocol layer or range of layers can be ex�
pressed by assertions� For example� authenticated sig�
naling in the asynchronous transfer mode �ATM	� of�
fers endpoint authentication and integrity assurance of
signaling messages� Thus� an assertion of the reference
model applied to ATM connection establishment tra�c
is of the form� �For all established ATM connections�
participating principals are authenticated and the au�
thenticity and integrity of all signaling messages is ver�
i�ed�� This assertion can then be used as a basis for
further application of the reference model to commu�
nication tra�c at other protocol layers�

In designs that include the repeated application of
the reference model such assertions are used to de�
termine if the assumptions of security mechanisms at
higher layers are met� Through the matching of as�
sertions and assumptions� designers can combine the
repeated application of the reference model into a mul�
tilayered �rewall security architecture�

This approach is �exible and an improvement over
the previous state of the technology that favored mono�
lithic designs because it allows the composition of net�
work security mechanisms in layered communication
systems� The assertions provide an understanding of
which security services are provided by lower layers and

can be relied upon� If mechanisms in lower layers are
changed� their assertions are likely to change� and de�
signers can determine if the assumptions of higher layer
mechanisms are still ful�lled by the lower layers� asser�
tions�

Figure � illustrates an example of the repeated appli�
cation of the reference model at several protocol layers�
at the ATM layer the application of the model asserts
the authenticity and integrity of ATM signaling� These
authenticated connections are then used for the trans�
mission of TCP�IP packets� If the IPSEC �IP security

working group	 security enhancements for IP are used�
the model asserts at this layer that the integrity and
authenticity of each IP packet within the authenticated
ATM connections are protected by the IPSEC authen�

tication header �AH	� Finally� at the highest layer in
this example� application layer services �e�g�� telnet	
can provide additional security services� such as the
authentication of the remote user through a password
exchange�

� Conclusions

This paper presented the reference model for �re�
wall technology� The functional model is a guide to
structure �rewall security services at a single layer or
a range of layers in a layered model of computer net�
working� It identi�es a fundamental set of functions to
providing network access control� authentication func�



tion� integrity function� access control function� audit
function� and access enforcement function� A charac�
terization of each function is given without the provi�
sion of details of how the functionality is to be achieved�
Furthermore� this paper explains how the distribution
of the functional components can be used to decrease
the performance overhead introduced by �rewalls in
classical �rewall architectures�

Likely future trends in computer networking are ad�
dressed by the model� It can be applied to networking
technologies� such as those required by wireless com�
puting �the di�culty here is the de�nition of the net�
work perimeter	 and high performance networking as
described above� We expect the reference model to
have an educational and a guiding in�uence on the de�
sign of future �rewalls�
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